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“Yes, is Xu Zhengjie still alive?”

Wen Lei patted his forehead and realized this serious problem.

Xu Zhengjie! ! !

He is the main target!

If he doesn’t die, what she has done is not in vain?

Zoey frowned: “If there is no old man to save us! No one can survive!”

Wen Lei nodded.

This is true.

She only received a small part of the energy radiation before she gained superpowers.

Otherwise, at the level of the collision of the particles, she would have been crushed.

“But he did something to save people! It stands to reason that all the survivors were saved! Xu
Zhengjie and others were among them!”

Zoey continued to analyze.

Wen Lei echoed: “Yes, that’s right! The only survivors

are probably the two of us! Xu Zhengjie and they are all dead!” “There is another possibility! This old
man was here specifically to save us! For example, with Levi Garrison. Relationship! Naturally he won’t
save Xu Zhengjie and the others!”

Zoey nodded: “Well, these two possibilities are very likely! Xu Zhengjie should be dead!”

“Well! We will know when we return to the base to see. !”

So the question is, is Xu Zhengjie really dead?

…

Levi Garrison was looking for Zoey with excitement.

Tiance Mansion also banned him one after another.

His risk factor is too high!

Reached level eight!

In order to prevent him from becoming a level 9 danger factor!

Tiance Mansion decided to issue-Tiance Order.

What is Tiance Order?

It is the ban issued when Erudia is in danger!

As soon as the Tiance Order is issued, the Tiance Mansion, the Baolong clan, and any forces and
organizations in Erudia must obey the dispatch!

Even countries and forces that have been blessed by the Great Xia have to participate and wait for
dispatch!

Violators, kill without mercy!

In layman’s terms, as soon as the Order of Heaven was issued, it was to mobilize all resources to
punish one person.

At any cost!

The order of the heavenly policy is issued, it is endless!

&

If people don’t die, Heaven’s Decision will not take back!

Now, in order to deal with Levi Garrison, Tiance Mansion has even issued a Tiance Order!

No one thought of this!

In Tiance Mansion, Levi must die!

This is an extremely crazy move!

Since the establishment of Tiance Mansion in ancient times, Tiance Order has been issued twice.

The first release was to the Fire Cloud Cthulhu!

It was not revoked until Huoyun Cthulhu disappeared!

The second time it was given to Levi Garrison!

Let me put it this way.

There is such a saying in the martial arts world.

As long as the Heaven Policy Order is issued, even death is the most glorious and glorious moment for
a warrior.

The release of the Heaven Policy Order caused a sensation throughout the university and a worldwide
sensation.

Messiah sighed even more: “Is it this far? The heavenly policy orders have been issued! Don’t you
have to be immortal?”

Beidi, Commoner Killing God, Kyushu Xuanzun might be able to fight Levi Garrison.

But one person retreats, and the two are nowhere to be seen.

But the sky policy came out!

The real powerhouse of the Baolong clan will go to war!

Even the ultimate powerhouse of Tiance Mansion will take action!

In order to keep secrets and keep the hole cards, the masters of the Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan
will not be ranked on the world list.

So how strong the Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan are, has always been an unsolved mystery.

Originally these two big hole cards were to be kept, and generally only people like Tianlong would be
sent.

But Levi Garrison’s threat was too great, and they were going to send the real core.

The heaven and the earth changed color as soon as the Heaven Policy Order came out.

But Levi Garrison didn’t care at all, he was still looking for Zoey.

At this moment, Zoey and Wen Lei secretly came to the Shenlong Science and Technology Base.

When they saw the Shenlong Science and Technology Base turned into a ruin, the two were shocked.

This power is too amazing, right?

At this time the work of the rescue team has been completed, and there is no one at the base.

“Go, let’s go and take a look!” The

two came to the base.

“Ah!!!”

